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ABSTRACT 
The problem of the direct virmal path (VP) layout in 

IP Switch network is studied in this paper. With direct- 
VP layout, both the node forwarding cost and the 
transmission delay can he efficiently reduced in an IP 
Switch network. The equivalent bandwidth method is 
used to represent the resource requirement of the VPs 
and to simplify the problem of the VP management. Two 
VP layout policies, the periodic layout and the dynamic 
layout are discussed. With respect to the periodic direct- 
VP layout, an approximated optimal solution for 
forwarding cost reduction with both the maximum- 
weight-fist (MWF) selection and the clustering selection 
(CS) are provided to show that the forwarding cost can 
be reduced dramatically. Besides the forwarding cost 
reduction, the periodic layout also balances the load of 
physical links. A heuristic algorithm with the least-loaded 
routing (LLR) concept is proposed for dynamic layout to 
adjust the usage of VPs dynamically. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The IP Switch technology [1-4] was fist proposed by 

Ipsilon Networks Inc. to combine Internet protocol (IP) 
with ATM hardware, thus provides high speed switching 
capability. Using soft-state in the ATM hardware to 
cache the IP forwarding decision enables further traffic 
on the same IP flow to be switched by the ATM hardware 
rather than being forwarded by the IP routing software. 
The IP Switch is capable of distinguishing packet streams 
to be forwarded or switched. 

Within an IP Switch network, direct links between all 
adjacent switch nodes form the set of default VPs as 
shown in Fig. 1, when the first packet of a flow from the 
source host within the domain of IP Switch A (IPSA) 
arrives at IPSA, the switch controller finds the route for 
this packet using the traditional routing algorithm like 
open-short-path-first (OSPF), and sends it out via the 
default channel to the next-hop node, i.e. IPSB in this 
scenario. With similar hop-by-hop forwarding procedure, 
this packet is transferred through IPSB, IPSC, IPSD, and 
then to the destination host within the IPSD domain. In 
this example, the forwarding cost of this packet is 4, that 
is denoted by the number of switches along the 
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forwarding route. In an IP Switch network, there exist 
mechanisms to differentiate a flow as forwarding flow or 
cut-through flow. The procedure to forward a flow has 
already been explained in Fig. 1. Once a cut-through flow 
from IPSA to IPSD is recognized, dedicated labels 
(VPWCI pairs) will be assigned for the links along the 
flow path. The cut-through function is implemented as 
label swapping, i.e. the switch updates the VPI and VCI 
fields in the cell header and then switches it to the output 
link right away. The switch performing VPWCI label 
swapping is called a VC-switch node. If there is a VP 
established between IPSA and IF'SD, indicted as the 
"Direct-VP", IPSD becomes the immediate "next hop" of 
IPS-A and the packets from IPSA to IPSD can be passed 
via this direct-VP, the access costs and delay caused by 
the intermediate hops will then he reduced. In the direct- 
VP layout, IPSB and IPSC are VP-switch nodes which 
perform VP swapping so that the VPWCI label 
allocation will be handled at the terminating nodes of the 
direct-VP. Therefore, the forwarding cost for this packet 
reduced from 4 to 2. 

Figure 1: The usage of VP in an 1P Switch Network 

The key problem is to provide some efficient 
mechanisms to reconfigure and manage the VP layout in 
an IP Switch network. In the rest of this paper, two VP 
layout policies, the periodic layout and dynamic layout 
are discussed. Section 2 proides the formulation of the 
direct-VP layout problem. Periodic layout is described in 
section 3 and is executed periodically to obtain an 
approximated optimal direct-VP layout. The dynamic 
layout is used according to the physical traftic conditions 
to reallocate the VPs and is summarized in section 4. 
Section 5 presents the numerical results. Section 6 
concludes the paper. 
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2. THE DIRECT-VP LAYOUT PROBLEM 
The major design issues of the direct-VP layout are 

described below: 
I). The route of each direct-VP is obtained using the 

shortest path algorithm. To reduce the forwarding 
cost significantly, the number of hops along the route 
of each selected direct-VP has to be as high as 
possible with an upper hound to limit the maximum 
delay. 

2). The traffic in every VP is a cost variable in the 
selection of VPs. 

3). The total number of VPs in an IP Switch network is 
limited. 

4). The route of each VP should be chosen so as to 
minimize the maximum load in the physical links. 

5) .  There exists limitation in the physical link capacity. 

The VP layout problem is an NP-complete sub- 
problem [6][7], therefore we develop an approximation 
algorithm with provablc performance guarantees and low 
complexity. To formulate thc direct-VP layout problem, 
we first describe the following notations are used: 

U : accessing cost for cell forwarding 
,9 : accessing cost for cell cut-through 
6 B : accessing cost for direct-VP switching, S < 1 

Nk : cost of network node, k=1,2 ,.., K .  
Pi : the set of VPs connected to node k 
TF : the set of VPs where node k is a transit hop 
B," : the equivalent bandwidth of virtual path q, 

h : thc ratio of forwarded cells to total traffic 
I-h : the ratio of cut-through cells to total traffic 

¶ E  P k  

Without direct-VP layout, the processing cost of 
switch node Nk is defined as 

N , =  C [ a h B : + f i ( l - h ) B ~ I ,  ( 1 )  
uEP* 

and the total processing cost is i ~ ~ .  Considering 

direct-VP layout, the processing cost of a switch node k 
becomes 

(2) 

The direct-VP layout problem can be stated as the 
following: 

Given a network configuration, rhe trafic load, and 
the maximum number of allowable VPs, find the 
optimum direct-VP layout such that the maximum link 
load is minimized such that the total processing cost of 

the network, C N k ,  is minimized. 

k l  

N ,  = C[ahB:  +f i ( l -h)B: l+  c ( S f i B i ) .  
+P" -TP' 

x 

k=l  

We procccd the problem with the following two 

( I )  The selection of the source-destination pairs for 
stagcs: 

each direct-VP such that the total forwarding cost 
ofthe network is minimized. 

(2) To compute the optimal routes of all direct-VPs 
so that the maximum link load is minimized, i.e. 
the link load has lo be balanced extremely. 

The total processing cost will decrease if the number 
of direct-VP increases because the processing cost of 
direct-VP switching is smaller than the cost of VC 
switching, i.e. p > 8~ , and it is much smaller than the 
cost of cell forwarding, i.e. a >> p .  

An equivalent bandwidth of a set of VCs multiplexed 
onto a VP is defined as the amount of bandwidth required 
to achieve a desired QoS. In order to characterize the 
equivalent bandwidth or effective hit ratc of VCs in terms 
of given parameters, the calculation of the equivalent 
bandwidth for VPs is based on their statistical 
characteristics at cell level using the fluid flow 
approximation and the stationary approximation methods 
[&SI. We now briefly describe the concept of equivalent 
bandwidth. Suppose that the VCs within a VP have 
identical traffic characteristics and is modeled by a two- 
state Markov source where the peak rate is R,  the mean 
arrival rate is hand the mean service rate is ,U. With 
respect to each VP, assume the buffer size is G,  and the 
allowable cell loss probability is r . The equivalent 
bandwidth at cell level using the fluid flow 
approximation for K multiplexed VCs is denoted as EBf 
and can he expressed as 

For K multiplexed VCs, the mean aggregated hit rate 
is denoted by A ,  the standard deviation of the aggregated 
hit rate is q K .  The equivalent bandwidth using the 
stationary bit rate approximation, EB,, can be written as 

Based on the two approximations, we obtain the 
equivalent bandwidth, EB, as a function of the number of 
multiplexed VCs by the expression 

EB = min { EllI, EB, 1. ( 5 )  

For each VP to satisfy both the constraint of cell loss 
probability guaranteed QoS, we apply the equivalent 
bandwidth concept to determine the required bandwidths 
of VPs, thus the complicated VP bandwidth problem can 
he converted into a simple circuit-switching bandwidth 
problem. In an IP Switch network, the controller 
calculates the equivalent bandwidth for cach VP 
connected to itself by the scheme explained above. Thc 
amount of equivalent bandwidth for each VP will he scnt 
to the VP layout controller for the VPs layout and VP 
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route decision. 

3. PERIODIC LAYOUT 
The objective in this section is to decide the overall 

direct-VP layout in an IP Switch network. The proposed 
approach in this paper for periodic layout decomposes 
the layout problem into two: the selection of a source- 
destination pair where a VP can he established and the 
routing for each VP. For the problems of VP layout, how 
to select the appropriate source-destination (SDI pairs 
and base on what criteria, is the most important 
consideration. The selection of VPs is used for 
forwarding cost reduction, a good selecting policy will 
reduce the cost dramatically. The routing of selected VPs 
for link load balance to avoid some physical links carry 
most traftic in a network. In the source-destination 
selection, two heuristic selecting policies are developed 
here; one is the maximum-weight-first (MWF) selection 
and the other is the clustering selection (CS). 

For the MWF method, let the weight of an SD pair 
selection be the product of the traffic and the transit hop 
number along the corresponding VP that is the shortest 
path between the SD pair. The principle of the MWF 
selection is to select the VP with the maximum traffic- 
hop product among all. For example, if only one VP can 
be constructed in a network, the hest efficiency is 
achieved by selecting the SD pair that has the maximum 
traffic-hop product so that the forwarding cost reduction 
is minimized. Let S he the set of all source-destination 
pairs Sji in an IP Switch network, i.e. SijE S. Each Sii is 
associated with an equivalent bandwidth ofk;, . The 

transit hop number along Sg is denoted by hopij. The 
selection of an SD pair is based on both weight (i.e. 
forwarding cost) defined as W ,  = hop,, * ,Ii. The 

selection criterion is to choose an SD pair Sij with the 
maximum weight from the set of S, then S=S- Sij and 
repeat the selection operation until either the number of 
selected VP reaches n or there is no more source- 
destination pairs left in S. Let P denote the selected n SD 
pairs from S, then, the total reduction in total forwarding 
cost is eiven bv 

The MWF selection algorithm is a greedy scheme that 
results in a heuristic solution to the SD-pair selection 
problem. 

Next we apply the clustering concept to the VP 
selection, this application was first applied by Chlamtac 
et a1 [6] to the VP layout problem in ATM networks. The 
principle is to select the next SD pair that is the farthest 
from the set of previously chosen cluster centers. It is 
based on the heuristic manner of that the farthest SD pair 
will result in maximal forwarding cost reduction because 
the farthest nodes can be served by this VP. 

The clustering selection algorithm is described as 
follows. Parameter S is defined as in the MWF selection 

for a set of all SD pairs, if we select a VP from S which 
connects source node i to destination node j, name this 
VP Pi,, we then say the node-pair SDii is in the cluster 
witb center Pij . The cost of all SD pairs in the cluster 
with center Pi, is defined as the traffic-hop product as in 
the MWF selection. 

where hopij is 1, SD., is the SD pair that connects node x 
and node y, aq is the equivalent bandwidth which is the 

same as in the MWF selection. Let SC be the subset of S, 
which consists of the VPs that are chosen. In [6] more 
than one SD pair will use the cluster center (VP) to 
construct their transmission path. Here we assume that 
only one SD pair in every cluster in order to apply the 
clustering policy to direct-VP problem in IP Switch 
network. Because the direct-VP is selected according to 
the traffic and hop number between the selected SD pair, 
and our goal is to provide a cost-saving path for the 
selected SD pair. The algorithm is provided in the 
following. 

Clustering Selection algorithm 
1). Find VP1 from S, VPI is chosen arbitrarily, SC = { VPl 1 .  
2). Repeat (3) to (5) until the number of VP selected is n. 
3). For all SD E S - S, , find the minimum cost of every 

SD in cost(sD, VP, ), VP, E s, . 
4). Find the SD with maximum cost calculated in step (3). 

SDE s-s,, denote the SD of the maximum cost as 
VPmax and the VP number constraint in source and 
destination node of VPma, can not be violated. 

Cost(SDn,ci)  = A,(hop, i hopg +hop,) ,  (7) 

5). s, = s, U(VP-} 

The objective of VP routing is to find the set of 
optimal routes P=( Pl,P2,..,Pn 1, where Pk connects 
source node SI, to destination node Dk, k=l,Z,..,n. The 
routing for each VP is also an NP-complete problem [7]. 
A near optimal concept is that if the maximum physical 
link load is the smallest possible, the maximum physical 
link load in an IP Switch network is minimum, then the 
set of VP routes connecting the SD pairs is called optimal. 
The routing algorithm described below is based on the 
proposals by Chlamtac et al [6][7]. This algorithm is 
proven that there exists a good hound on the deviation of 
the maximum link overload ratio from the hest possible 
one. It is a near optimal algoritbm with acceptable 
executing time and easy to he implemented. Two types of 
VP capacity demands were considered in [7], one is 
homogeneous demand, the same bandwidth requirement 
for each VP, the other is heterogeneous demand, a 
random bandwidth requirement is chosen independently 
for each VP. For comparison purposes, the optimum was 
computed by exhaustive search. Denoting by RP as the 
maximum link load obtained by using the RPR algorithm 
and by OPT as the true optimum value found by 
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exhaustive search, the following results are obtained. 
In the homogeneous case, for 97% of all tests R E O P T ,  
in the remaining 3% RP < 1.5OPT. 
In the heterogeneous case, for 33% of all tests 
RP=OPT, 62% of the tests OPT<RP<l.ZOPT, and in 
the remaining 5%, 1.2OPT<RP4.5OPT. 
The results show that for the homogeneous case the 

proposed algorithm performs excellently. For the 
heterogeneous case the performances is slightly worse, 
but it is still very good for the majority of cases. The 
main principles of the RPR algorithm are : I )  A shortest 
path route is selected to connect each SD pair. 2) The 
weight for each physical link used by shortest path 
algorithm is assigned at random when VP routing is 
performed. 3) Routing of Pk is made at random from the 
set of all possible shortest paths connecting S, to Dk, The 
random choice in 3) is that it tends to result in a more 
balanced use of network resources. The algorithm of 
route selection between the Source and destination pairs 
is stated in the following steps: 

Path Routing Algorithm 
1) .  S e t i = l .  
2). Perform a random permutation of the numbers 1.2. ... m. 
3). Assign the random permutation numbers with the weight 

~ ( i , )  to ij .j=1.2 ,.., m. 
4). Find the inimum-weight path R between the Sk and Dk. Pk 

is chosen as the VP connecting the (SkDk). 
5). If i = m then STOP else i=itl and go to Step 2. 

4. DYNAMIC LAYOUT 
In the periodic layout policy, direct-VPs are selected 

based on the statistical traffic does not reflect the actual 
load, moreover, the Internet traffic is hardly to be 
predichblc. When a network is operated after a period of 
time, pcriodic VP layout may not meet the real traffic 
requirement and may even violate the constraint of the 
physical link capacity. In an IP Switch network with best 
effort transmission policy, different VP layout policies 
may cause different loading of the physical link, an 
overloaded link will delay the transfer of cells and can’t 
guarantee the quality of service. One needs to 
dynamically reconfigurc a direct-VP to prevent 
unexpected conditions to overload the links. In the 
dynamic layout policy, we will focus on those links with 
traffic exceeding the predefined threshold value, and will 
try to re-allocate some direct-VPs with overloaded links 
to reduce the blocking probability of new arrivals. The 
following notations are used to explain the dynamic 
algorithm. 

P=( Pl,P2,.,,PD 1: the set of direct-VPs, n is the 
number of direct-VPs in the network. 
= { 4 , a2 ,..,an) : the corresponding traffic 
of the direct-VPs. 

C,: the capacity threshold of physical link i, 
i=l,2,..,m, m is the tom1 number of physical 

links. 
R, : the set of VPs that use physical link i 

So : the set of links whose traffic exceeds the 

The algorithm of the dynamic VP layout is described 

a,?, : total R, 

threshold 

as follows: 
1 ) .  For s, E s,, repeat step 2 to step 7 

2). E ,  =AE,  - C, , ERz is the amount of overload of link i. 

3). Repeat step 4 to step 7 when E ,  > E ,  E is the 
tolerance. 

4). If there exists a p, E X  such that la) I is 
minimum a n d 4  can be rerouted to another shortest path 

then go to step 5, else go to step 6. 
5). Reroute the VP route to the new path and modify the traffic 

variables along p,  , E ,  = a, - E R ,  , a ,  = aR, -a j  
6). If aR, > c, then go to step 7 else go to step 1. 

7). New arrivals in Riwill be blocked, go to step 1 .  

In the dynamic layout, there may be more than one 
path selected for the shortest-path route decision, the 
least-loaded routing (LLR) policy [ I l l  is used here. The 
LLR policy has been demonstrated to he a simple and yet 
efficient algorithm for routing telephone calls. Because 
the equivalent bandwidth concept is applied, when a 
request arrives, the switch will only have to compare the 
equivalent bandwidth required from the new request with 
the free capacity of a direct-VP to decide whether to 
route this request through this direct-VP or not. The VP 
routing problem can, therefore, be lransformed into an 
equivalent circuit-switched network routing problem. If 
no valid Pj can be found among the overloaded links, 
then further arrivals in any VP belonging to R, will be 
blocked and the new anival will be routed by the default 
VP path via hop-by-hop transmission. 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 
We now present numerical examples employing the 

proposed direct-VP layout algorithm with the network 
model shown in Fig. 2 which is an NSFNET T3 
backbone network consisting of 12 nodes and 132 
source-destination pairs [9]. Table 1 is the traffic load 
measured for all SD pairs in the NSFNET. 

Assume every nodc shown in Fig. 2 is an IP Switch 
node, in this example network, there are 12 IP Switch 
nodes. If a fully connected network is considered, every 
nodc must have 11 VPs to connect with each other, in 
other words, the out-degree number of every switch is 11. 
To simplify the control of VP connection assignment and 
management, we assume the in-degree number is equal to 
the out-degree number for all switch nodes in our 
simulation. The elements of the traffic load matrix are 
assumed to be thc equivalent bandwidth for every 
source-destination pair. We will pay more attention to the 
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reduction in forwarding cost here, therefore, suppose the 
traffic load matrix in table 1 are equivalent bandwidth of 
forwarded traffic. 

d 

bore 

Figure 2: Network model (NSPNET) 

Table. 1 Offered traffic load matrix (NSPNETI 

The impact of the in-degree and out-degree numbers 
on forwarding cost reduction is shown in Fig. 3. The 
major advantage employing direct-VP layout is that the 
number of forwarded packets for each switch node is 
reduced, so that both the access time and the transmission 
delay can be saved and, therefore, the performance can 
he improved. In the example shown in Fig. 2, suppose 
there exists a direct-VP from node 1 to node 6, the transit 
hop count number is 2, i.e. node 2 and node 3, the traffic 
from node 1 to node 6 is 147 packets given in Table 1. If 
there exists no direct-VP between node 1 and node 6, 
node 2 and node 3 will have to access all these 147 
forwarded packets, because nodes 2 and 3 belong to the 
shortest-path-node set from node 1 to node 6. To explain 
the reduction in forwarding cost, we define the weight 
ratio as 

where A is the overall forwarding cost for transit hops in 
an IP Switch network and B is the total forwarding cost 
in an IF' Switch network without direct-VP layout. 

Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the weight ratio 
and the number of direct-VP for each switch node. Fig. 4 
shows that when the in-degree number (out-degree) is 2, 
the weight ratio using the MWF selection is 56% and is 
about 57% when the clustering selection policy is applied. 
It shows quite an amount of improvement in forwarding 
cost reduction. The weight ratio is below 2% when the 
in-degree number is 7 no matter what selection policy is 

weight ratio = ( N B  ) * loo%, 

applied, in other words, in-degree = 7 is good to be used 
as a direct-VP layout constraint in the example network 
for further simulations. A different perspective of the 
weight is the transmission delay for packets to go through 
the VP path. Suppose the packet processing time of an IP 
Switch node is 1, then hop, *A, * I  is the total 
transmission time of this VP if the physical link 
transmission delay is negligible. Therefore, Fig. 3 also 
presents the transmission time reduction ratio when the 
direct-VP layout is applied to an IP Switch network. 

- -C,"rfen"g 6slerf i l )n 

a 2 0  

3 

T " e  d,reEt-"P " " m b s r l o r e a c n  switch 

Figure 3: Forwarding cost ratio in a direct-VP layout network 

Sxitoh N o d s  

Figure 4 Forwarding packets for each IP Switch node without 
direct-VP layout. 

From the simulation results shown in Fig. 3, each IP 
Switch node is allocated 7 VPs. Without the direct-VP 
layout, the number of packets forwarded and accessed by 
evexy switch node is shown in Fig. 4. The worst case is in 
node 2 where it must have the capability to forward 
66623 packets. Results of the direct-VP layout network 
with the MWF selection is shown in Fig. S. The 
maximum number of packets forwarded is 749 for switch 
node 3, we can see the obvious improvement here, the 
number of packets forwarded by a switch node drops 
from 66623 packets to 149 packets. That is, the proposed 
direct-VP layout policy and algorithm can have up to 
99% forwarding cost reducing. 

Fig. 6 shows the load of every physical link, the 
maximum loaded link is physical link 5 without direct- 
VP layout and the load is 56203. With direct-VP layout 
using the MWF selection, the maximum link load is 
reduced to 47515, the reduction ratio is 84.5%, the result 
of the direct-VP layout with clustering selection is 46003, 
and the reduction ratio is 81.9%. 
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Figure 6:  The usage of physical links 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we proposed the direct-VP layout 

algorithms for IP Switch networks to efficiently reduce 
the forwarding cost and transmission delay. We tried to 
minimize the forwarding cost of every switch node 
lhrough the selection of VP and the route decision for 
every VP. With the numerical examples, we have 
demonstrated that this design method can achieve quite 
an amount of improvement. In addition to the forwarding 
cost reduction, the direct-VP layout algorithm can also 
balance the network load. 

Two VP selection methods are compared, namely thc 
maximum-weight-first (MWF) and the clustering 
selection, both can achieve the cost reduction efficiently. 
The MWF selection performs better in the forwarding 
cost reduction, in the example network, 43% lorwarding 
cost and transmission delay reduction can be obtained by 
assigning for direct-VP to every switch node, two for in- 
degree connections and two for out-degree connections. 
The clustering selection performs better in the link load 
balance, based on the simulation results, the maximum 
link load is reduced to 82% for the case that 7 dircct-VP 
are applied. We also proposed an algorithm to 
dynamically adjust the VPs that experiences overload, 
the algorithm may not provide the optimal solution, but it 
is simple and casy to be implementcd. 
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